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Countdown to four days - Request
The core content: Uruk-hai's army occupied the Lonely Mountain, Dwalin and Gimli retreated to the cave. The ground is scattered with Lone 
Mountain treasures. There are fairy's weapons and Palantnr in the gold pile. Dwalin blows the horn again to ask for help, and in the distance the 
fairy army comes to help. The main characters in the screen need to be added to the tension of the battle.

Submission date: September 12

Size (16:9): 5500x3094px

Assets provided: Game character models
Scene reference



Countdown to four days-The latest progress



Countdown to four days-the latest feedback

1. Gimli adjustment: body leaning 
forward, expression doing a roar, 
about to kill with Uruk-hai.
2. Dwalin adjustment: tilting the 
head to blow the horn, frowning, 
blowing hard, face puffed up.
3. The number 4 is too much 
obscured, the position needs to be 
shownGimli leans forward, showing a fighting 

posture. Besides, the numbers are 
blocked too much.

Dark the crystal 
bottle. The perspective of holes is 

inconsistent?

Here at fairy, all horses need to be 
removed.

Dwalin's horn-blowing 
hand is lifted up and needs 
to be more passionate.

This part of the pattern is a bit crooked and needs 
to be optimized again. Remove triangles and adjust 
hexagons.
The three-dimensional sense of the whole pattern 
should be strengthened.

This area is too bright to highlight the key points.



Countdown to Four Days —— Reference of Completion Degree



Countdown to Four Days —— Reference of Atmosphere Color.

Color reference: the combination of warm and cold colors.
The left and right sides of the picture can be compared between warm and cold (the supported 
position is warmer than the light source, which is more in line with the overall mood).



THANK YOU


